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Introduction

Who am I? 

Why are we here?



NEUROBIOLOGY OF TRAUMA

OBJECTIVE: INTRODUCTION OF THE EFFECT 
OF TRAUMA ON DV SURVIVORS TO UNDERSTAND 
THE RE-TRAUMATIZATION THROUGH THE 
JUDICIAL PROCESS



A Short Story

The villagers were 
reasonably scared 
of the dragon 
because she 
stayed in her 
cave.

The villagers 
loved the 
dragon’s stories 
and offered her a 
seat at their 
village dinner 
table.

Until the day that 
the dragon 
decided to 
introduce herself.

The dragon 
introduced herself 
to the villagers 
and began to tell 
them stories 
about her travels.

Once upon a 
time there was 
dragon.

The dragon’s 
name was 
unknown to the 
villagers who 
lived nearby.

Soon, the villagers 
and the dragon 
were friends and 
no one 
remembered 
ever being 
scared of her.

The dragon was 
nervous before 
she walked into 
town to the stares 
of all of the 
villagers.



Neurobiology of Trauma Cont.

 Survival hormones
 Isolated incident
 Continual survival mode
 This is how we find our Petitioner when the case 

begins: lawyers need to remember there is a 
whole trauma history that precedes and 
necessitated the moment they contacted us. 
Understanding that trauma helps us help them 
through the judicial system.



JUDICIAL SYSTEM AND PROCESSES

OBJECTIVE: IMPROVING PARTNERSHIP 
BETWEEN PERPETRATORS’ ADVOCATES AND THE 
COURTS BY UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN CRIMINAL AND CIVIL COURTS, WHAT 
RIGHTS VICTIMS HAVE IN BOTH, AND WHAT 
LIBERTIES CAN BE RESTRICTED IN BOTH.



Current laws that seek to 
protect DV survivors:

 Civil
Orders of Protection (Domestic Violence 

Court)
Divorce/Parental Allocation (Family Court)

 Criminal
Criminal statutes for prosecution
Criminal Orders of Protection



How do these laws help?

Something to enforce
Ending the legal relationship
Imposing rules and some certainty
Fee-shifting pre-decree



Firearm restraining order
Permanent record
PAIP referral
Penalties for violations



How do these laws hurt?

 Administered by judges who are not trauma-
informed

 The system is full of re-traumatization
 Put up more obstacles than they solve in the 

short-term (no financial remedy in OP)
 Pressure on survivor who now needs to 

immediately relocate their family to a shelter, 
seek state benefits/financial aid, etc.



Program funding goes toward survivors 
because respondent won't/isn't ordered to 
pay – this puts pressure on available 
resources

No fee-shifting post-decree
Plea bargains from domestic to regular 

battery
Underuse of PAIP



How do abusers end up in the
criminal justice system for 
domestic violence?

 Police are called during a domestic violence 
incident, and they arrest the offender.

 Police make a report after an incident and 
determine whether an arrest is warranted.

 Police then recommend charges to the State’s 
Attorney in the perpetrator’s county.



How do offenders end up in the
criminal justice system for 
domestic violence (cont.)?

 State’s Attorney agrees with the recommendation and 
files charges against the offender

 Those charges begin the criminal case
 The criminal process affords both the victim and 

offender protections:
 For the offender: bond and due process (innocent 

until proven guilty)
 For the victim: stay-away order



POLL: BOND ELEMENTS:
WHAT WILL COURT CONSIDER?



Bond Elements

•The type of crime, and whether or not violence or 
guns were involved
•The reasons the defendant 
supposedly committed the crime
•Defendant’s criminal history
•Defendant’s history of missing court dates or 
attempting to run away
•The likelihood that the defendant may run away

https://www.illinoislegalaid.org/lexicon/glossary#Committed


Needs of the Survivor

Social services
A sense of autonomy and 

support/understanding while 
they regain decision-making over their 
lives

To cooperate with the investigation



What the court needs

Information about offender’s 
criminal history (Public Safety 
Assessment: risk of release)

Information about whether survivor 
is cooperating witness



Basic Criminal Court Terms and 
Processes

 Once offender is in the criminal system, there is a finite universe of results 
if convicted after trial or plead guilty

 Supervision

 Conditional Discharge

 Probation

 Alternative to prosecution: Deferred prosecution

 Domestic Violence related criminal charges

 Enforcement

 Criminal Order of Protection: time to breathe, duration of case



Needs of the Survivor

Continued social services
Continued cooperation with the case
To understand the process of a criminal 

trial and lessen impact of re-
traumatization



Needs of the Court

To hear from survivor through testimony 
in the case

A prepared and sincere witness



How does an abuser end up in civil 
court for domestic violence?
Civil Order of Protection: EOP to POP
Family Law Case: divorce or parental 

allocation



Basic Civil Court Terms and 
Processes
Civil Order of Protection
Divorce
Parenting/Child Custody
GAL
Enforcement



Needs of the Survivor

 To understand their options: EOP, family case, or both
 To understand what remedies are available and how 

they differ from criminal case
 To understand how criminal and civil cases affect 

each other
 A focus on THEIR goals - understanding that these are 

the choices, but the ultimate decision is his/hers on 
how we proceed.

 Tools to make the best decision for themself, and 
support once they do so



Needs of the Court

Competent representation
To know what each party wants and for 

the litigant to understand 
what is possible (DV court v. family 
court)



POLL: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL SYSTEMS



Order of Protection and the IDVA

 Judge vs. victim (who owns the OP?)
 Types of Orders (Criminal v. civil)
 Duration of Orders
 Available Remedies or conditions
 Violations of OPs



Remedies Available to Survivors: 
Behind Their Decisions

 Two-year order
 Exclusive possession
 No contact through any medium
 No firearms
 No or restricted parenting time
 Divorce



Obstacles to Decision-Making

 Cannot commit to the remedy at the time of the 
case

 Need respondent to work to support family
 Need respondent for childcare
 Pressure from family
 Need to communicate about children, bill-

paying



 Misinformation about what will happen to them/the 
respondent 

 Fear and mistrust of the system
 Effect of divorce on immigration status
 Effect on housing stability
 Not understanding power/control dynamic; holding onto 

hope that anger management or drug abuse 
counseling will fix everything

 Choosing PAIP over other counseling/remedies



Understanding the Survivor's Goals 
and Needs

 It is critical that we help the survivor identify and 
articulate his/her goals and help him/her understand the 
corresponding remedies to make the best choice for 
him/her.

 This is an enormous part of establishing autonomy. It 
is difficult because this may be the first time that a 
survivor has had to make a decision of this 
magnitude. This is part of what gets broken down in the 
cycle of abuse.



 We must also understand the trauma of the 
legal process and effect of making the survivor 
go through it. This is another consequence of 
perpetrator’s actions beyond all other 
destabilization. 

 The process asks survivors to do what has taken 
away: decision-making, self-advocacy, trust, 
understanding of from whom to defend their 
children.



Needs of the Survivor

 What survivors need right now:
 Empowerment through decision-making

 To want the program over punishment

 Understanding what the potential is and ramifications of non-compliance



Needs of the Court

To know whether the qualifies for PAIP 
and if PAIP is being offered
To know the status of compliance



PAIP Role in Education and 
Enforcement

 Counterbalance to victim-centric process
 The system, if it works properly, is centered around 

the victim and that empowerment is threatening to 
the perpetrator

 As victims make healthy changes, the risk 
from perpetrator goes up

 The challenge is teaching perpetrators how to 
handle those changes and apply what they are learning 
in real time

 Similar to recovery from addition



How can you as providers take all 
of this and incorporate into your 
services?

Case management
 Imposing the structure with consequences 

that abusive partners need: possible first 
time there are swift and certain 
consequences for them



WHERE THINGS STAND NOW

OBJECTIVES: UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECTS 
OF DV ON PERPETRATORS AND VICTIMS 
OVER TIME AND ON OTHER AREAS OF THE 
LAW



Pop Culture Examples that 
Normalize Unhealthy Behavior

 Distinguishing between unhappy, unhealthy and 
abusive

 What messages are sent to men: women want 
to be chased and treated poorly

 What other messages?
 What messages are sent to women: it is good to 

be chased and treated poorly
 What other messages?



James Bond



Victorious



The Wolf of Wall Street



The Notebook



Big Little Lies 

• In its portrayal of an 
abusive relationship, “Big 
Little Lies” does a good job 
of demonstrating the cycle 
of abuse. However, in this 
scene, when Celeste 
threatens to leave Perry, he 
does not react. In reality, 
the act of leaving an 
abusive relationship can be 
extremely dangerous for a 
survivor of abuse.



Gossip Girl



Friends



Friends Cont.



365 Days

One in four women 
experiences sexual 
violence. From a 
young age, women 
are taught that our 
bodies are used only 
for the sake of male 
pleasure and 
gratification. That our 
consent isn’t valued or 
needed. 



Game of Thrones

In the books, Daenerys is 13 
years old when she is sold to 
Khal Drogo. In the tv 
adaptation the character is 
supposed to be 17 years 
old. 
The marriage starts with her 
rape. The relationship is 
romanticized throughout 
the series.



How Abuse Changes Over Time
 Establishing the cycle of violence: seduction, 

tension, explosion
 Tension phase can be months and whole cycle 

can be years
 Escalating the violence as survivor becomes 

immune to tension (i.e. from emotional to 
physical and from slapping to punching to 
strangulation)

 If the relationship lasts long enough, the 
perpetrator can live off of the residual fear and 
exhaustion of his victim



We are living longer and the abuse may 
continue into an age when perpetrator 
can no longer hit but still controls through 
that residual fear and exhaustion

Perpetrator may also use survivor’s health 
challenges as means of control and 
belittling; may ration medical care

 This is not a circumstance of the young -
the perpetrator gets older and less 
physically capable but the abuse evolves



The Pandemic's Effect on Domestic 
Violence
 Lockdown = months inside with the 

abuser, working and caregiving 
simultaneously

Economic uncertainty and COVID-related 
job loss

General fear
Cycle of violence on steroids



Deepening dependence and isolation
Stimulus
Restriction of access to resources because 

of surveillance
COVID as a threat (to partner and 

children) – weaponizing COVID and other 
communal fears



New Legislation

 DV Task Force
 Fatality Review Commission
 New protections and trauma-informed support 

for K-12 students who are survivors of sexual 
abuse, gender-based violence, parents, and 
expecting parents. This requires all schools to 
have at least one staff member trained to help 
students disclosing domestic or sexual violence 
and gender-based harassment.



Updated FRO
Retainers for attorneys
Hope Cards
Forensic Science Commission to collect 

DNA data and reduce DNA backlog



Brighter Spotlight
 Lyft and Uber giving free rides
Generally more DV-related media stories
Attention to NSLAC’s efforts to reach 

survivors: what we are doing
More and more creative partnerships 

between social service agencies
 Influx of funding: CARES, ARPA, FIFSA for 

DHS and housing - challenge to spend it 
particularly according to grant guidelines



Immigration Implications of 
Domestic Violence

 Added dependence of immigration status
 Weaponizing immigration status
 Immigration remedies for victims of DV and trauma of applying for 

them
 Immigration implications for non-citizen abusers



Housing Implications of Domestic 
Violence

 Eviction potential for disturbance of DV: cohabitating or coming 
over to cause intentional disturbance to get her evicted

 Long-term effects of eviction: economic, destabilization, inability to 
secure other leases

 Safe Homes Act
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